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About This Game

Do you like painting various pictures? If so, you have found exactly what you were looking for. Because in this game you have
to give life to lots of pictures of various kinds. You have a colorful palette and a number of pictures to color, everything you

need to make beautiful paintings!

Features:

Lots of pictures!

A highly educational and creative game!

Very easy to understand!

Custom achievements!

It can run on Windows, MacOS and Linux!

Use your imagination and color all kinds of pictures. Found a bug? - No problem! We have made samples for you on which you
can rely. This game is super interesting and simple, and you can't lose! You can play it with anyone you want; Friends, Family

and Kids! And in addition, you will get to know different kinds of art. Buy our game now for a fun and creative time in the most
simple way possible!
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Title: My Coloring Book: Transport
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
For Kids
Publisher:
For Kids
Release Date: 21 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Core2Duo or better

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD2000

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: any

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Hungarian,Greek,Danish,Traditional Chinese,Simplified
Chinese,Korean,Dutch,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Thai,Turkish,Ukrainian,Finnish,Cz
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great gameplay
-AAA graphics
-AMAZING soundtrack
-the sound effect when you apply paint? INCREDIBLE!
-holy♥♥♥♥♥♥the color contrast is what dreams are made of: PUBG can learn from this!
-you wanna feel like Picasso 2.0? get this game. its very challenging but practice makes perfect!. I'll be honest... I found the part
where internal affairs frames Menendez for working with the Mendoza family to be a bit contrived. Other than that this was a
no-holds-barred non-stop action assault on the senses. I expected the violence but the nudity and gore was a bit much, though.

In all seriousness, this is a paint-by-numbers colouring game best suited for helping young children or stroke victims
master\/remaster fine motor control via the mouse. It comes with 44 vehicle drawings with achievements for completing each
one and the mellowest of funky-beats soundtracks. In addition to having the freedom to colour however you want, there's sort of
a scanvenger-hunty element in trying to match the colours up perfectly with the guide image because sometimes a tiny section
may be just a shade off. All that said, don't use this as a raw substitute for actual colouring\/artwork for kids. It's fine, just
you're developing a totally different set of skills here.

The only negative point I have are that the tip of the cursor seems to be what counts for where you drop your paint but the tip of
the brush doesn't line up with it, which is a super miner issue. Another point\/bug is that on one image you have to click in a
bizarre spot to get the colour to apply to a rather large section; again, super miner but might have to help small children with that
one.

. It's buggy! Don't bother with this one. The only game that's worth getting, if you plan on getting any of the "My Coloring
Book" games would be the Food and Beverage one. This game, no matter how much you try to match the colors, won't unlock
the achievements for the most part. Even if you pick the correct colors, it still won't acknowlege it as being "correct".
Sometimes, the images you have to match have empty, uncolored areas when you click on the magnifying glass to compare it
even though the image on the top right hand corner that you're suppose to match has it colored in. It's disappointing and
frustrating!. I have a lot to say about this game. This game has helped me discover my inner artist, my inner creative genius. It
opened my eyes to a world of colour and creativity, and this game has increased my IQ by 200. I have reached Nirvana playing
this game, and every time I play it my powers grow ever stronger. My knowlege expands, and my brain fills with colours. This
game is the epitome of extraordinary game design. This revolutionary masterpiece will shape the minds of billions, and the
world will be a better place. I think that's all I can write for now, I'm ascending into the heavens... I can see Bob Ross smiling at
me.... In the game My Coloring Book: Transport 44 fascinating coloring on the theme of transport (as the name implies). Looks
fascinating enough. For each painted picture we get an achievement. Definitely worth the money spent - I recommend this
game.. the music loop is short, its killing me
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very great game my favourite actually. The game of the genre "coloring", performed in a fun children's schedule and probably
done just for the children. However, it can also be played by an adult - there are easy achievements. The game itself is
fascinating, you are given a certain palette of colors, and you need to colorize 44 types of transport. If a child is playing, you can
learn it by the name of transport and colors
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